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Two elements of an oriented matroid constitute an invariant pair if all signed circuits 
containing them have the same sign (resp. different signs). The invariance graph of an oriented 
matroid M(E) is the graph with vertex set E and where edges are the invariant pairs. We prove 
that invariance graphs of uniform oriented matroids have maximum degree at most 2 (except in 
trivial cases) and that the alternating matroid is determined, up to reorientation, by its 
invariance graph. Representable uniform oriented matroids with empty invariance graphs are 
constructed. 
1. Introduction and main results 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basic results of oriented and 
non oriented matroid theory [l, 3, 91. The notation of [l] is followed with minor 
changes. 
In unoriented matroid theory, uniform matroids are trivial. On the contrary, in 
oriented matroid theory, the study of orientations of the uniform matroid of rank 
r on an n-set E, denoted by Q(n), is a fundamental and rich domain: 
representable orientations of ur(n) correspond to configurations of rz points in 
general position in [w’-l and non representable orientations exist [4, 51. As Bland 
and Las Vergnas pointed out [l] a remarkable orientation of ur(n) can be 
associated to every linear order e, < e2 < - - - < e, of an n-set E: for every circuit 
support X = {e,,, ei,, . . . , ei,+,} with ir < i2 < * * * -=c ir+l, the condition sg__v(ei*+,) = 
-Sgx(ei,), for 1 s k s r, determines a pair of opposite signed circuits X and -X. 
The matroid u,(n), oriented in such a way, is called the alternating uniform 
matroid of rank r on the ordered set (E, <) and is denoted by A, (e, < e2 < . - e < 
e,) or simply by A,(n). Alternating uniform matroids are representable and 
exactly correspond to cyclic polytopes ([2], cf. [ 11). 
Two points of an oriented matroid constitute a covariunt pair (resp. 
contravariant pair) when they have the same sign (resp. different signs) in all 
signed circuits containing them. An invariant pair is a pair which is covariant or 
contravariant. The notion of invariance graph was first introduced in ([l], p. 122, 
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proof of Proposition 6.3), as an invariant under reorientations by reversing signs 
in oriented matroids. This notion appears as a good tool for investigations on 
reorientation classes and plays an important role in the determination of such a 
class (see Section 4). Let M be an oriented matroid of rank r on an n-set E. The 
invariance graph Inv(M) is the graph with vertex set E and where edges are the 
invariant pairs. The invariance graph has been introduced for polytopes under the 
name of “graph of universal edges” by Shemer in [8]. They are studied in [6, 71 
by Roudneff under the name of “inseparability graph”. Our main results are 
stated below. 
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a uniform oriented mutroid of rank r on an n-set E, 
n a r a 2. Zf n is r or r + 1, all pairs of points are invariant. Zf n = r + 2 the 
invariance graph of M is a Humiltoniun cycle. Zf n > r + 2, the invariance graph b 
either a Humiltoniun cycle or a disjoint union of chains. 
Shemer (Theorem 3.10 of [8]) proved a similar statement for neighbourly 
polytopes of even dimension. Theorem 1.1 extends Shemer’s result to any 
dimension and to any uniform oriented matroid (notice that the vertices of an 
even dimensional neighbourly polytope are necessarily in general position). 
Theorem 1.2. Let n, r be integers, n 2 r + 2 2 4. The invariance graph of a 
uniform oriented mutroid M, of rank r with n points, is a Humiltoniun cycle if and 
only if M iz a reorientation of the alternating mutroid A,(n). More precisely, 
Inv(M) is the cycle e,, . . . ,e,, e, if and only if M is a reorientation of 
A, (el < - * * < e,). 
Again, Theorem 1.2 generalizes a similar result due to Shemer (Theorem 3.5 of 
[S]) concerning neighbourly polytopes of even dimension. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
together with basic lemmas are proved in Section 2. 
Theorem 1.3. For every integer n, r such that n a r + 3 2 6, there is a repre- 
sentable uniform mutroid of rank r with n points where no pair of points is 
invariant. 
A constructive proof of Theorem 1.3 is presented in Section 3. When n = pr the 
set of points we consider is a slight perturbation of a set S1 U . - * U S, of points in 
R’-’ where the Si’s are the vertex sets of nested simplices, each Si+r being the 
image of Si by a homothety with negative ratio. When n is not divisible by r, 
suitable points are added to the preceding configuration. 
2. Properties of invariance graphs 
Let M be an oriented matroid on a set E. 
Lemma 2.1. Inv(M*) = Inv(M). 
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Proof. Let x, y be two points of M. For every circuit X containing x and y, there 
exists a cocircuit Y such that X tl Y = {x, y } (see [l]). The same remark holds for 
Ml; therefore no circuit contains x and y if and only if no cocircuit contains 
them. Otherwise, we have sg,(x, y) = -sg,(x, y), by the orthogonality property; 
our lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let A c E. Then the subgraph of Inv(M) induced by E \A is a 
common partial subgraph of Inv(MIA) and Inv(M\A). 
The proof follows immediately from definitions. In general, no clear relation- 
ship exists between Inv(M/A) and Inv(M\A). 
We will now suppose that M is a uniform oriented matroid of rank r on an 
n-point set E. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose a point x has two neighbours y and z in Inv(M). Then 
{y, z} i.r an invariant pair of M/x and M \x. We have: 
%4,x(Y, z) = -%fJY, z) = w4(Y, x) - %%4(& z). (2.3.1) 
Proof. Since M is uniform every signed circuit X’ of M/x that contains y and z 
equals X\x for some signed circuit X of M that contains x. Hence, the part of 
(2.3.1) that concerns M/x follows. The other part comes from our preceding 
lemmas and equality M\x = (Ml/x)*. Cl 
By a straightforward induction we obtain: 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose e = eI, e2, . . . , ep = f is a chain of Inv(M), with p 3 2. Then 
for every circuit X of M that contains e and f but does not contain ei, for 1 < i <p, 
we have: 
Suppose X II {e,, . . . , e,} = {ei,, . . . , e,,} with 1 s iI < * * - <i, up. Then, for 
every I., u with lc)L<u<q we have: 
SgAe, f) = (-l)P FI sg,(eiP ei+& 
ld<p 
(2.4.1) 
sg,(e,, e,,) = (-l)C-B+r-A n sg,(ej, ej+l), 
i*sji’ip 
(2.4.2) 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose n 3 r + 2 a 4. Then Inv(M) has maximum degree 32. 
Proof. By contradiction: suppose a point x has three neighbours a, b, c in 
Inv(M). Reversing signs of a, b, c, if necessary, we may suppose that the pairs 
{x, a}, {x, b}, {x, c} are covariant. Let A c E \ {x, a, b, c} with IAl = r - 2. Put 
X(a) = A U {x, b, c}, X(b) = A U { x, a, c}, X(c) = A U {x, a, b}, supporting cir- 
cuits X(a), X(b) and X(c) respectively. By elimination of c between X(a) and 
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X(b) we obtain X(c). Remarking that sgxC,,(b, x) = sgxCbj(a, x) = +l we obtain, 
by the signed elimination axiom, sgxC,,(a, b) = -1. But this a contradiction, since 
a and b have the sign of x in the circuit X(c). 0 
2.6 Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
If n = r or r + 1, every pair of points are evidently invariant; if n = r + 2, the 
dual matroid has rank 2 and, by an acyclic reorientation, its points can be linearly 
ordered; for this linear order, consecutive points are contravariant and extreme 
points are covariant, thus Inv(Ml) = Inv(M) is a Hamiltonian cycle. The general 
case n > I + 2 of our Theorem 1.1 will be proved by establishing the following 
assertions: 
Assertion 2.6.1. Suppose II > r + 2. Zf Inv(M) contains a chain of n points 
e,, . . . , en, then Inv(M) is the cycle e,, . . . , e,, e,. 
Assertion 2.6.2. Suppose n 3 r + 2. Zf Inv(M) contains a cycle e,, . . . , ep, e, then 
p = n. 
Proof of 2.6.1. By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to prove that {e,, e,} is an invariant 
pair. But, from (2.4.2), we have for every circuit X of M containing e, and e, 
sg,(e,, en) = (-l)n+r-l ,G<, sg,(e,, ei+r). 0 
Proof of 2.6.2. Suppose p 3 r + 1. Then the matroid M’ = M/{eI, e2, . . . , e,_,, 
has n - r + 2 points and rank 2. By the remark preceding Assertion 2.6.1, 
Inv(M’) is a cycle of length n - r + 2. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, Inv(M’), contains 
the cycle e,_l, e,, e,,,, . . . , eP, e,_l of length p - r + 2. This implies p = n. 
Suppose 3 <p < r. We prove by contradiction. Let us suppose Inv(M) contains 
a cycle el, . . . , eP, el with 3 <p <It. By reversing signs of suitable elements in 
1 e2, e3, . . . , e,}, we may suppose that sg,(ei, ej+i) = +l for 1 s-i <p. Since 
n>r+2, the set E\{el,. . . , e,} contains a subset B with exactly r -p + 2 
elements. Then sets {e,, . . . , e,_,} U B and {e2, . . . , e,} U B support respec- 
tively circuits X’ and X” of M. The elimination of e2 between X’ and X” yields 
the circuit X with support {e,, e2, . . . , eP} U B in which we must have sg,(e,) = 
-sgx(eP). But some circuit 2 of M contains all the elements e,, . . . , eP (since 
p < r) and we have sgz(el) = sg,(e,), using Lemma 2.5. This fact contradicts the 
invariance of the pair {e,, e,}. We are done. 0 
2.7. Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
The “only if” part is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1: indeed, by the 
definition of the alternating matroid A,(e, < * . . <e,), its invariance graph 
contains the chain e,, . . . , e,, and hence contains the cycle er, . . . ; e,,, e, by 
Assertion 2.6.1. 
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To prove the converse assertion, let us suppose that Inv(M) is a cycle 
el, . . . , en, el. By sign-reversal of elements of a suitable subset B c {ez, . . . , e,} 
we may suppose sg,(e,, t?i+r) = -1 for 1 c i 6 n. Hence the matroid gM equals 
A,(eI < - . * <e,). Cl 
3. Constructions for Theorem 1.3 
In this section we are in Rd. The convex hull of a set S c [Wd is denoted by [S], 
the affine hull by u#(S). We give a constructive proof for Theorem 1.3. Remark 
that if a matroid M has rank r, its orthogonal has rank n - r and we have either 
n L 2r or rz > 2(n - r). Since the invariance graphs of M and ML are the same, it 
suffices to construct a representable orientation of U,,, with empty invariance 
graph when n > 2r, r 2 3. Assuming these conditions, we define a set E(n, r) of n 
points in general position in Rd, d = = r - 1, as follows: 
Let IZ =pr + q with p, q E N and q < r. Let [S,] be a simplex in Rd, choose its 
centroid as origin and choose a real a < -d. 
Let S, = &-lS1 for 1 G k up. It is easily seen that, for 1 G i <j up, the simplex 
[&I lies in the interior of [$I. 
Let E = Ul~kgp Sk. 
Part I: q = 0. 
In this case the required set E(pr, r) is a free relaxation of E (see perturbations 
theorems [4, 51). A free relaxation is easily obtained by the following process; let 
E = {e,, . . . , e,} and let B1 be a small open ball centered at e, which is included 
in the open set’ Rd\ {U pi: e, $ Hi and Hi is an affine hyperplane generated by 
points of E}. Choose a point e; in B1 such that e; belongs to no affine subspace 
generated by points of E \e,. Repeating this process with the point e2 of 
Ml = AflE\e, U e;), we obtain M2. A sequence Ml, M2, . . . , M, of oriented 
matroids is defined by this way. The final matroid M,is a free relaxation of AflE) 
and, as readily seen, in order to prove that AflC (pr, r)) has no invariant pair, it 
suffices to prove that AflE) has no invariant pair. This assertion results of the 
following facts: 
(3.1) Let a, b E &, with a # 6, 1 s i up. Let F a facet of An&) that contains 
both a and b. Then the hyperplanes uf(cuF) and uff(a-‘F) do not separate a 
and 6. 
(3.2) With the same hypotheses as in (3.1)., let s ~&\{a, b}. Then the 
hyperplanes a#({ CUS} U (Si\ {a, b})) and ufl( { (Y-IS} U (Si\ {a, b})) both separate 
a and b. 
(3.3) Let a E 5’i and b E Sj, with 16 i <j up. Then a and 6 are not separated by 
Ufl(Sj\b). 
(3.4) Let u E Si and b E Sj, with 16 i < j up and j - i even. Then a and b are 
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separated by a#(Si \ a) except when b = ~&~a; the points a and &‘a are 
separated by Ufl(Si+r \ CM). 
(3.5) Let u E Si and b E 4, with 1 Si<jCp and j-i odd. Then a and b are 
separated by afi({ apiu} U (Si\ {a, S’b})) except when b = &‘a; the points a 
and &‘a are separated by @(S,\a). 
The validity of (3.1) up to (3.5) follows from standard technics of Affine 
Geometry: the proofs are omitted. 
Part II: q > 0. 
When H is a hyperplane of Rd not passing by the origin, we will denote by H+ 
(resp. H-) the closed halfspace limited by H that contains the origin (resp. that 
does not). 
For every t, 1 s t s q, choose an integer t* f t, 1 S t* C r; for instance, we may 
choose t* = t + 1. We put S, = {sr, . . . , s,}. Let us denote by H,, 1 s u s r, the 
hyperplane afs(Sp\s,) and by H,,,, for 1 c t s q, 1 s u s r and u different from t 
and t*, the hyperplace @({a-is,.} U S,\ {st*, s,}). Note that, since p s 2, the 
points (Y-IS, are in E. By standard calculus of linear algebra it can be seen that 
the simplex 
[s(t)] = K n WIHt*)+ n &J* H,tu (34 
has a non-empty interior if and only if our real a: (choosen less than -d) satisfies 
the inequality: 
a2+a(d2+2d-l)+l<O. (3.7) 
The above condition (3.7) is for instance satisfied with a: = -d - 1. Assuming 
(3.7) holds, we now choose for each t, 1 c t s q, a point x, interior to S(t). Let 
,If (n, r) be a free relaxation of the set E’ = E U {x1, . . . , xq}. We claim that 
AflC (n, I)) has an empty invariance graph, as required. Indeed, since a free 
relaxation of E has, by Part I, an empty invariance graph, it suffices to show, by 
Lemma 2.2, and by the construction of the free relaxation, that no invariant pair 
of AflE’) can contain an element of the form xr, 1 s t G q. Hence the proof of 
Theorem 13 will be complete with the following facts: 
(3.8) For 1 s t # t’ s q, the points X, and x,, are separated by H, and H,, but are 
not separated by H, for all u different from t and t’, 1 s u s r. 
(3.9) For 1 s t s q, the points x, and S, are separated by H, but are not 
separated by cu-‘H,.. 
(3.10) For 1 s t =S q, the points X, and S, . are separated by a-‘H,,. but are not 
separated by c_K-~H,. 
(3.11) For 1 s t s q, 1 s u s r and u different from t and t*, the points x, and s, 
are separated by H,,, but are not separated by a-‘H,.. 
(3.12) For 1 s t =S q and for all s E lJ I~i<pSi, the points X, and s are separated 
by H, but are not separated by any H, with 1 =S u < r, u #t. 
The verifications are left to the reader. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
Let us say that a subset A c E is invariant in an oriented matroid M(E) when 
the signs of all circuits of M that contain A induce the same partition on A. In an 
earlier version of the actual paper we asked the following fundamental question: 
Problem. Suppose M has at least r + 2 2 4 points. Is the reorientation class of M 
determined by the complete list of ordered pairs (A, B) of E-subsets that have the 
property A is inuarient in M(B)? 
Roudneff recently answered affirmatively the question ([6], Theorem 3.4). He 
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